Report 1st meeting Active Ageing project, October
2012 Cambrils dels Pirineus, Catalonia, Spain.
1. Programme
PROGRAMME OF GRUNDVITG PROJECT CALLED “Active Ageing “, 23rd- 26th
October, 2012, Cambrils dels Pirineus
Tuesday 23rd

17.30

Arrival of participants
Information about schedule
Dinner- Restaurant Ca l’Agustí
Wednesday 24th

Practical arrangements

08.30 Sightseeing in the region
Arrival of other participants in the airports
12.00 Meeting in Solsona bus station
13.00 Lunch- Restaurant Hostal Pinós
15.30 Getting to Know each other
Presentation of the partners and
organisations
17.15 Break
17.30 Welcome by a member of Solsones council region
18.00 Study visit- Assocation of old people of Pinós
20.30 Dinner- Restaurant Ca l’Agustí
Thursday 25th
08.30- 12.00 How we organise ourselves?
- role of the partners
- content of the project and challenges for the project
- report of the meeting
- organisation of the project meetings: data, practical issues, study
visits
- Planning of the meetings
12.15 Break
13.00 Lunch- Restaurant Casanova
15.00 Final agreements
Evaluation of the 1st meeting
17.15 Departure to Peramola
18.00 Study visit- Association “Peramola calls you”
20.00 Dinner- Restaurant la Masia
21.30 Departure to Cambrils
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2. Short description of the study visits and discussions
First visit to Associació d’Amics de la Gent gran de Pinós- Association of elderly
people’s friends of Pinós.
Pinós is a municipality of Solsonès region with 307 inhabitants and has 104,3 km2. Other
characteristic of the region of Solsones is that is known as “a region of 1.000 farmhouses”
because houses are isolated and in almost all the municipalities don’t have a nucleus as a
village. So, villages are formed for farmhouses scattered in the area, that aspect is really
important because usually is a disadvantage to move to the local where take place events or
others. Also we have to keep in mind that some women don’t have the driving license.
This association created in 2009 is formed by 56 members of the entire municipality.
On the study visit came almost all persons of the board members to explain their association
detail by detail. (In Annexes you can see the presentation attached).

After the presentation started a debate between participants of Grundvitg project and Board
members of the association. It was really interesting to discuss because they could see that
in other countries have same problems and same situations in rural areas and focus in
elderly people.

Three important points:
1. The association gives a chance to people from the rural area to share time and be
together, so, promoting a social life and the interaction between them. This fact is
remarkable because some people live alone at home and if they don’t go to the
activities of the association can spend all time alone.

2. People from that association are so worried about a residence or some space to host
elderly people specially who has some mobility problems and so on. The big problem
is the money, is a huge inversion and however they have some spaces or ideas also
the project is disapproved for the number of beneficiaries. During the discussion
participants from Grundvitg told them a proposal: Arrange an old farmhouse as a
residence building, the answer was hey thought already on that but problem still
being the money or from where they can receive some grants. They really believe on
that and they were so motivated to work it.
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3. The participants in the activities are mostly women. And they offer a lot of activities.
Some participants from Grundvitg told that this association is really similar of the
Elderly club.

Second visit to Associació Peramola et crida- Association Peramola calls you

Peramola is a municipality of Alt Urgell region with 384 inhabitants and has 56 Km2.
Peramola is a village, so is really different situation and has other problems if we compare
with Pinos. In fact, the idea was to see different situations of rural areas in Catalonia. And
also see how different could be live in a rural village or life in the countryside in a farmhouse.
Also, we noted that Peramola has half extension in Km2 that Pinós and has more or less the
same population. This is really important just to understand how difficult is the mobility and
the big dimension of the neighbourhood for the reason we talked, houses are isolated in the
territory.
The association “Peramola et crida” is an umbrella organization created in 2011 with the
aims to work all the associations from Peramola as a net to share resources, fiscal
identification to apply for grants and do activities together, besides, an interactive and
intergenerational work.

The chairwoman told to the participants how important is work as a net and if all people
believe on the project but specially in the village and they want to contribute to have a life
village this is the key. Also, she told all is volunteering work and one project was made in the
last summer time in 2012, July, was the first international work camp in the Alt Urgell region.
The project called “recovery of prehistoric heritage” hosted 15 youngsters between 18-30
years old from all over the world. The international work camp is an activity which youngsters
in the morning work with technicians with the topic of the project and in the afternoons and
weekends is time to learn and be involved in social life on the area. The duration of the
project is fifteen days. A rich experience for youngsters and for all villagers because
youngsters came mostly from huge big cities as Paris, Bratislava, etc. and was their first time
in rural village. And for the other side, villagers through “Peramola et crida” association
prepared every afternoon a specific workshop focus on rural life to teach and explain them
things as to make sausages, bread, traditional recipes and others. That project was a really
very good experience and intergenerational work. And all villagers are waiting for the second
edition, also is necessary to tell that give some job to youngsters from Peramola as a
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leaders, was organised by Coordinació Rurall-Ruraltia escola and the village hall gave
support on that.

So, as a conclusion is important to work all together for the village but mix local projects with
international ones. All of them could help to develop rural areas and is a good opportunity to
receive people from other countries and to show knowledge, cultural, gastronomic, natural,
social and historic rural heritage, moreover, is a good time to learn from others.
Participants and chairwoman discuss and dialogue about the association.
In Annexes you can see the presentation attached.

Finally, we visited the village and the rural school and she explained the education system.

3. Agreements
After the presentation of every organisation and know the context and challenges for
the project we discussed and we reached to following agreements:

PARTNER
The
Netherlands

Denmark
Catalonia
Germany
All partners
Catalonia

TASK
- structure evaluation
- questionnaire
- structure report
- form good practices
webpage

TIME
15th November

Leaflet ( send to Denmark)
expectations
Send a certification to all participants and give
on hand in the 2nd meeting

12th December
15th November
March 2013

March 2013

Below the planning of new meetings and countries:
No.
1

2

3
4

Description of mobilities and other activities
Every partner creates a second circle of relevant organisations
and persons around project who will be informed regularly
about the project, contribute with content and ideas and
participate in project meeting in the own country. Prepare
project meeting 1.
Project meeting 1
Presentation partners. Project planning.
Analyses of relevant activities already realized by the partners.
Study visit to good practice
Meeting with local learners, volunteers and network partners
Practical research, contact with second circle, preparing next
meeting: collecting practices related to issue workshop 1
Workshop 1*
(project meeting 2)
How to realize inclusive village visions? How to empower older
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Destination
country
-

Approx
date
Sep 2012

Partners
involved
All partners
individually

Catalonia

Sep- Oct
10/2012

All partners

-

Between
meetings
March
12-15

All partners
individually
All partners

The
Netherlands

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

people to become active in village planning?
How to start the process?
Study visit. Meeting with learners.
Practical research, contact with second circle, preparing next
meeting: collecting practices related to issue workshop 2
Workshop 2
(project meeting 3)
How to stimulate intergenerational debate and practice in small
villages? How to acquire intergenerational competences?
Lifelong learning
Study visit. Meeting with learners.
Practical research, contact with second circle, preparing next
meeting: collecting practices related to issue workshop 3
Workshop 3
(project meeting 4)
What are the educational needs of senior citizens and how to
respond to these needs? How can social media contribute to
sustainable wellbeing of the elderly in small villages?
Study visit. Meeting with learners.
Practical research, contact with second circle, preparing next
meeting: collecting practices related to issue workshop 4. Start
preparing outcome
Workshop 4
(project meeting 5)
Training of senior volunteers and the promotion of active ageing
in the rural area.
Study visit. Meeting with learners.
Practical research, contact with second circle, preparing next
meeting, prepare outcome
Project meeting 6
Dissemination and evaluation. Study visit. Meeting with
learners. Finalizing project outcomes. Future cooperation.
Dissemination activities

Denmark(
Aalburg
Airport)

Hungary (
Budapest or
sarmellek
airport)

Germany

Catalonia

Between
meetings
June 1821
2013

All partners
individually
All partners

Between
meetings
22-25 Oct
2013

All partners
individually
All partners

Between
meetings

All partners
individually

25- 28
Feb 2014

Between
meetings
May-Jun
2014

All partners
individually

After Jun
2014

Every
individual
partner

Other agreements:
- Invoice. Try to do similar prices to all countries, but we have to keep in mind that Denmark
will be more expensive.
- International visits. Is possible to invite specific people to understand more exactly some
points.
- For 2nd meeting. Send expectations, and good practices ( 1-2 pages about topics from 1st
workshop following structure of the example that we are going to receive).
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4. Participants’ list grundvitg project: active ageing
NOM I COGNOMS
Heinz-Júrgen Ahlers
Reinhild Meyer-Cichos
Joergen Krogh
Hessellund
Jens Caesar Jensen

ENTITAT
Ländliche erwachsenenbildung
KAG Aurich
Ländliche erwachsenenbildung
KAG Aurich
Grobund Aps

PAÍS
Germany

Mails
ahlers@leb.de

Germany

Mariagerfjord Rural Council

Denmark

Meyercichos@leb.de
jorgen@grobund.co
m
caesar.jensen@ma
il.dk
lidwienvosdewael@
chello.nl

Lidwien Vos de Wael

Learn for Life

Anita Richter

Hungarian Folk High School
society
Hungarian Folk High School
society
Coordinació Rural de
Catalunya
Coordinació Rural de
Catalunya
Coordinació Rural de
Catalunya
Coordinació Rural de
Catalunya

Janos Szigeti Tóth
1!st meeting organised by
Marta Erola Agut
Anna Bonet Pelàez
Fidel Badia Codina
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Denmark

The
Netherlands
Hungary
Hungary

anita@nepfoiskola.
hu
toth@nepfoiskola.h
u

Spain

cruc@cruc.info

Spain

carnetrural@cruc.in
fo
proeurope1@gmail.
com

Spain

5. Annexes with presentations

ASSOCIACIÓ D’AMICS DE
LA GENT GRAN DE PINÓS

BACKGROUND
-Pinós, a municipality of Solsonès
region.
- Inhabitants: 307.
-104,3 km²
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BACKGROUND
In 2008 started to collaborate with big
association in Catalonia about old people.
-

-April 2009

creation of the association.

-Target group: +50.

- Profile: woman, 60-65 years.
-Members: 56. However in the activities max.
20 persons.

ACTIVITIES
-Patchwork . Tuesday
- Gym. Monday and Wednesday

-Cards
-Memory course
-Handicraft course
-Pinós Fair ( exhibition of the work and “bingo”to win
money)
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BOARD MEMBERS
- Chairman: Josep
- Secretary: Núria
- Treasure: Joan
- Vocals: Margarida, Dolors, Assumpció, Carme

Thank you for your
attention!
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Associació d’Iniciatives Populars i
Turisme del Municipi de Peramola

WHY?
• Different groups of people organize different
activities in the area ( giants, football, leisure...)
• Important works as a net to put all efforts
together, share resources and coordinate
activities.
• Have an identification number, called NIF, to
apply grants, to do invoices,…
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GOALS
• Make our municipality one space where everyone feels part
in and enjoy.
• Improve the village, promote it, foster it with the aim to
motivate people to live it.

• Promote a good atmosphere between all inhabitants from
different ages of the village.
• Give an active role to the rural school: feasts and traditions,
cultural offer.

HOW WE WORK?
• Commissions: Associations of the long trajectory,
and new ones: Life Pessebre, Rural Market, Football,
Tourism and Heritage, Educative, “Peramolins and
Peramolines”, “Caramelles”, “Geganters”, “Bastoners”,
Hunters, Youth, Tragó Commission and Nuncarga
Comission.

• Board members:
• Formed by one delegate of each commission.
• Coordinate , give support, organize and promote by
flyers, calendars, etc., the activities.
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WHAT WE DO?
•HERITAGE (new and activities)

• Excursions of heritage
•Calendar
• International work
camp
•“Marxandatge”
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•ANUAL CALENDAR (work together)

•RURAL MARKET(work together)
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•INTERNATIONAL WORK CAMP (work together)
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FEAST OF THE
ASSOCIATION AND OF
ITS MEMBERS

VALORATION
•POSITIVE VALORATION
• COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS,...
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SOME PHOTOS OF THE 1ST MEETING
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